bour analogies to word evolution, including changes in biomedical terminology. Precision medicine approaches diagnose such DNA mutations by comparing reference genomes with those of clinical specimens to enable personalized therapy. 1 Similarly, spell checkers correctly align defined and spelled words from a dictionary to those screened in the text.
Could ascertaining the proper naming and spelling to standardize biomedical terminology be as crucial as maintaining genomic DNA integrity? Alterations, in both cases, may be positive or negative at the functional level; however, they still form life's evolution, natural and socio-linguistic, respectively. Besides, DNA is much more the master of our bodies' cellular life and history, and language evolves to meet the zeitgeist, while correctly named medical terminology may be a necessary long-term endeavour.
For example, the current spelling of leukaemia (in English) is the result of a linguistic mutation. Virchow joined the Ancient Greek words for white (leukos) and blood (haima) to form "Leukämie."
However, leukaemia was misspelled from its inception. During the Hellenistic period, polytonic diacritics incorporated pitch accents to facilitate learning Greek. Words like "αίμα" (blood) were punctuated with ('), indicating rough breathing and corresponding to a /h/ sound before the first letter (i.e. "haima"). Yet, /ai/ in Greek corresponds to /ae/ in English ("haema"). To produce eloquent composite words harbouring consonants at the end of the first word (e.g. /k/ in leuko-), the last letter yielded its place to /h/ in the beginning of the second word ("haima"). 2 Thus, the most accurate spelling for this disorder is "Leuhaemia". However, a spelling indel arose-deleting /ha/ and inserting /k/-when joining the two nouns to form leukaemia.
This example makes the tenuous history of other "suffering"
biomedical terms less digestible, collectively adding to the consistent calls-to-action for the medical community's undiluted, widespread efforts for standardization. In the burst of biomedical discoveries, how we chart the trajectory of terminology to accurately describe disease is another area requiring standardization. 
